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RAISE YOUR GAME
KNOW YOUR WAND
[Head IMAGE OF EVO X]
POSITION

RECOMMENDED HANDLE

RECOMMENDED HEAD

ATTACKMAN

KRYPTOLYTE
Super lightweight and strong

EVO X
Maximum control

MIDFIELDER

GNAR
Durable with ultimate feel

EVO X or CLUTCH X
All-around performance

DEFENSEMAN

SWIZZBEAT
Premier strength-to-weight
ratio and grip

EDGE X
Optimal shape and
stiffness

[Head features]
✤ Universal “X” spec legal for all levels of play
[point to throat]
✤ Patented Offset™ for optimal control, shot
power and the deepest playable pocket
[point to bottom of sidewall]
✤ Patented Flared Sidewall for maximum hold
and a tighter pocket [point to interior wall of
flared sidewall]
[Handle features]
✤ Choose a raised grip (featured) or smooth
texture.
✤ High-grade aluminum alloy offer superior
strength-to-weight ratio
✤ Pick rounded edges or squared-off based on
feel preference

HEADS UP. PICK THE PERFECT
TOOL FOR THE JOB.

FOR BALLERS OF ALL LEVELS
[face view, showing EVO X]
✤ Flared sidewall for better ball-control
✤

Universal X-spec for all levels of play

✤

E-Z Scoop for faster transfer to pocket

[sidewall view, enlarged to show Offset better]
✤ Exclusive TruOffset™ technology for a deeper
pocket, superior hold and shot power.
✤

Targeted sidewall stiffness for consistency and
accuracy

Team USA and MLL All-Pro attackman Mike Levielle

CHOOSE YOUR WEAPON
PLAY LIKE A PRO
✤

MLL All-Pro attackman Matt Danowski
RIP THE CORNER
4-SHOOTER POCKET FOR SHOOTING
[under red pocket] Warrior Evo X Maryland
[under blue pocket] Brine Edge X Duke
3 shooting strings for total release customization
✤
Bottom U-string for increased hold and maximum shot power
✤
Two classic colorways choices in this beast

✤

Team USA and MLL All-Pro attackman Mike Leveille
TAKE IT TO THE RACK
2V POCKET FOR DODGING
[under green pocket] Warrior Evo X Neon Green
[under yellow pocket] Brine Edge X Neon Yellow
2-V lower, tighter pocket for maximum hold and control
✤
Channeled release for pinpoint accuracy out of the dodge
✤
Two neon options that make your game flow and glow

✤

Team USA attackman and MLL Rookie of the Year Ned Crotty
DROP DIMES
3-ACROSS POCKET FOR FEEDING
[under black pocket] Brine Edge X Darth
[under multicolored pocket] Warrior Evo X Rasta
3 shooting strings for a pure and customizable release
✤
Higher set pocket for quicker feeds
✤
Two sick colorways that mean bizness

FIT FOR A KING [BRINE GLOVES]
ARMED AND UNSTOPPABLE
[WARRIOR GLOVES]
[Backhand]
✤

Triple-density foam construction cushions targeted
impact zones.

✤

PreFlex triple-break finger splits eliminate the
break-in period.

✤

Increased backhand-breaks maximize flexibility
and comfort.
[Palm]

✤

Split-Cuff System allows protective, free-flowing
wrist movement.

✤

VaporTek interior liner wicks moisture away.

✤

Mesh vented palms render breathable comfort and
better stickhandling.

Team USA Attackman and MLL Rookie of the Year
Ned Crotty

GEAR UP TO PLAY THE GREATEST
GAME IN THE LAND

CHOOSE YOUR WEAPON
PLAY LIKE A PRO

Congrats on joining the oldest and fastest-growing
sport in America. The Sports Authority has partnered
with Warrior and Brine ― the world’s premier
lacrosse equipment manufacturers ― to bring you
the best gear on the field.

Custom Pro Pockets

Recommended Starter Products

RIP THE CORNER
4-SHOOTER POCKET FOR SHOOTING
Warrior Evo X Maryland [IMAGE]
Brine Edge X Duke [IMAGE]

CHECKLIST GRAPHIC HERE

3 shooting strings adjustable to your throwing motion
for total-release customizations
•

Bottom U-string for increased hold and
maximum shot power

•

Two classic colorways choices in this beast

The Warrior/Brine
Lacrosse
Gear Guide

TAKE IT TO THE RACK
2V POCKET FOR DODGING
Warrior Evo X Neon Green [IMAGE]
Brine Edge X Neon Yellow [IMAGE]
2-V lower, tighter pocket for maximum hold and
control while cradling through clamorous field
•

Channeled release for pinpoint accuracy out
of the dodge.

•

Two neon options that make your game flow
and glow.

Cleats

DROP DIMES

Storm the field with footwear designed specifically for
the lacrosse player. Warrior cleats are lightweight
and packed with technology to support the laxer’s
footwork while cutting, dodging and shooting on the
run. The hybrid sole provides traction and stability on
grass or turf.

3-ACROSS POCKET FOR FEEDING

Helmet
Go ahead and try on a Warrior/Brine helmet in the
store. Ensure that it fits snugly and sits low enough to
protect your chin. Warrior’s internal-fit system is
customizable for optimal comfort and visibility. And
the impact-absorbing liner in this crown will protect
you from being crowned by an opponent’s wand.

Prepare to
conquer the field
with the most
trusted and respected
names in lacrosse

Brine Edge X Darth [IMAGE]
Warrior Evo X Rasta [IMAGE]
3 shooting strings for the pure, customizable and
flickest release
•

Higher-set pocket for quicker feeds.

•

Two sick colorways that mean bizness.

GEAR-CARE TIP:
Because extreme weather can damage your gear,
bring your equipment inside after each practice or
game. Put crumpled newspaper in your gear and
shoes to absorb the moisture.

LAX-CARE TIP:
After playing in wet weather, put your ball in your
stick pocket to prevent the mesh from shrinking.

BRINE LOGO

SPORTS
AUTHORITY
LOGO

WARRIOR
LOGO

PREPARE TO DOMINATE THE FIELD WITH WARRIOR/BRINE LACROSSE EQUIPMENT
LAX UP

GLOVE UP

GEAR UP

HEAD UP

ROD UP

LISTEN UP

PICK YOUR POSITION
AND GET YOUR GAME
ON.
The Warrior/Brine brands
are old-school know-how
meets cutting-edge
technology, bringing you
the right gear and crosse
to meet your mission on
the field. Whether your
role is scoring goals,
covering the field,
defending the goal,
protecting the net or
controlling the draw,
Warrior/Brine can equip
you perfectly for success.

DON’T LET SORE HANDS
IMPEDE YOUR GAME.
Warrior/Brine gloves feel
great right off the shelf. Split
PreFlex Triple-Break Finger
technology eliminates the
break-in period, immediately
giving you optimal flexibility
on the move. Made with
high-density impact foam,
vented back-hand material
and a moisture-wicking
lining, these champion
gloves are designed to keep
your hands protected and
dry in the heat of battle.

ARM YOURSELF WITH THE
BOLDEST GEAR FOR THE
FIERCEST LAX BATTLES.
Warrior/Brine offers protective
gear that is flexible, durable
and breathable, comfortably
shielding both genders from the
jabs and blows that go with
playing to win. For protection
from hard hits by the
opponent’s crosse or body,
men players don arm and
elbow guards and pads,
shoulder and rib protectors and
helmets. The stick-savvy, nonchecking women players sport
eyemasks and gloves.

CHOOSE A WEAPON THAT IS
HEADSTRONG FOR ANY LAX
LEVEL.
Warrior/Brine strung heads* are
more than just a factory pocket.
While made to a universal Xspec, Warrior/Brine strung heads
are also born with exclusive
TruOffset™ technology and
flared sidewall for superior ball
control, shot power and feed
accuracy. The shooting strings
are adjustable to your style for
fiercer whip or smoother release.
*Women’s lacrosse heads are
not position-specific. Goalie
heads are not gender-specific.

KNOW YOUR LAX ROLE. KNOW
YOUR LAX HANDLE.
Warrior/Brine supports your
unbridled passion to score sweet
goals and fight the good fight in
your zone, offering handles in a
range of “feel” and lengths*.
Handles vary in grip features and
are available in a wide array of
beautimus colors and design
schemes.
*Attackmen and midfielders prefer
a handle of 40 to 42” inches, while
defensemen and goalies need a
handle that is 10 to 20 inches
longer. Women players use a 30
to 31.5-inch handle.

THIS IS SERIOUS LAX
EQUIPMENT FOR THE SERIOUS
LAXER.
Like you, Warrior/Brine equipment
is dependable every practice, every
game, every play. That’s because
genuine ballers who know and love
lacrosse are behind the research
and development invested in each
Warrior/Brine lacrosse product.
Whether you’re a dodger, feeder or
shooter, there is a professionally
designed equipment package for
you. Our lax specialists also offer
free, sage advice to help you
achieve success on the field. Play
hard. Play fair. Play to win.

POSITION

GLOVES

PROTECTION

HEAD

HANDLE

TIPS

ATTACKMAN
Score goals.

MIDFIELDER
Cover the field.

DEFENSEMAN
Defend the goal.

GOALIE
Protect the net.

WOMEN PLAYERS
Control the draw.

BRINE KING
SUPERLIGHT

WARRIOR MPG ARM
GUARDS

WARRIOR WRATH

WARRIOR MPG ELBOW
PADS

BRINE KING
SUPERLIGHT

WARRIOR BUZZKILL

BRINE CAMEO

WARRIOR MPG ARM PADS

WARRIOR MPG CHEST
GUARD

BRINE LUX EYEWEAR

WARRIOR EVO X

WARRIOR KRYPTO

BRINE CLUTCH X

WARRIOR KRYPTO or
WARRIOR GNAR

BRINE EDGE X or WARRIOR
EVO X

WARRIOR NEMESIS

BRINE AMONTE II

BRINE SWIZZLE 60”

Condition your weak hand. Analyze
your strong-hand shooting, dodging
and sweeping motions in a mirror.
Mimic that form with the weak hand.
Then take to the field with a bag of
balls to master shooting with each
hand, alternating until you feel equally
strong in both hands.
Ease catching and cradling by
increasing pocket depth. Loosen the
bottom string until you gain the depth
you need to improve ball control.
Force the attacker to roll the dodge by
tenaciously keeping your stick on him.
If you get the opponent to commit to
passing or shooting early, you’ll inflict
a bad pass or wide shot.

BRINE SWIZZLE

In addition to blocking and catching
shots, practice handling the ball to
ensure your cradle is good enough to
beat attacker crosse checks. Adjust
your pocket’s shooting strings to gain
the right whip for passing to your
teammates.

BRINE RHYTHM

To gain draw-control, stand low and
hold the crosse horizontal to the
ground with a firm over/under grip ―
one hand over the end of the handle,
the other hand under the neck. Watch
the referee for the drop so that you
can react quickly, lifting the head up
to pull or flick the ball to a teammate.

